We may pass your data to carefully selected third parties…
It started when I got a new Tesco credit card. The following day I
went to an outlet retail park and bought a few T shirts from Cotton
Traders, Craghoppers and similar stores.
The next wednesday I received through the post a Craghoppers
catalogue.
I was intrigued. I’d used Craghoppers decades ago when I was young
and fit but the only connection between me and them was my Tesco credit card. No-one in
the retail park had asked for my address – they’d just taken payment. Was it possible that
Tesco had supplied my data to Craghoppers? I thought I’d find out. I made a subject
access request to Craghoppers.
To ‘customerservices@craghoppers.com’
Date Mon 18/04/2011 15:45
Dear Sir
My address is xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx. If you require anything further to validate this request
please tell me.
Please supply me with any personal data you hold on me particularly about the mailing I
have just received from you with the media code CE14 and 51574/38122A 516 in the right
hand corner of the label.
Please tell me from where you obtained my address. This includes “any information
available to the Data Controller as to the source of those data”. (Section 7 (1) (c) (ii) of
Data Protection Act 1998).
Regards
Dear Mr xxxxxxxxx
Thank you for your recent email. The only information on our system is your name,
address and details of an order you recently placed with us. It appears that until you
placed this order none of your details were on our systems, this would indicate that the
mailing data for the catalogue you received was sourced from a third party whom you have
given permission to share your data. Your account now on our system does not have any
mailing options activated.
If we can be of any further assistance please do not hesitate to contact us.
Kind regards
Craghoppers Customer Service Team
Hmmm. This says (I think) that until I bought a shirt (I’m a sucker for shirts) on
Monday 18th April at 1552 they didn’t have any personal data on me at all. How then
did they send me a catalogue?

I didn’t ask for my mailing options to be de-activated.
I never give my permission for a 3rd party to share my data (I am a DP freak)
It seems someone out there who is not Craghoppers sent me a Craghoppers
catalogue. Hmmm…
Thu 21/04/2011 08:45
To ‘CustomerServices@craghoppers.com’
Thank you. However the reason I placed an order was you sent me a catalogue. To send
me a catalogue you need to hold my name and address. I quoted you all the codes on the
label from which you should be able to work out where you obtained my personal data. If
you contract with someone to do your mailing you are still the data controller so are
responsible for the data involved.
Please tell me how you obtained my personal data and from whom. This is my right in law
as I explained in a previous email.
Regards
xxxx
Date Thu 21/04/2011 14:00
Dear Mr xxxxxxxxxxx,
I have escalated your recent enquiry and have requested a response to our Marketing
team to source the information you require, and I will send to you the relevant information
after this extended Bank Holiday period. So just to reiterate I will give you an informed
reply Wb 2.05.2011.
I would like to take this opportunity to firstly apologize for the delay but unfortunately the
team have taken advantage of this extended period of holiday.
Also to apologize for any inconvenience this data information has caused to you.
Kindest regards and will contact you on the week advised.
Customer Service manager
From Customer Services, Regatta
Date Tue 03/05/2011 12:51
Dear Mr xxxxxx
I now have the information you requested. Our data provider – Transactis provided us
with your details and if you wish to exclude yourself from any further 3rd party mailings you
can call this number 02089391150 and that will be done for you immediately.

I do sincerely apologise for any inconvenience this situation may have caused you and I
do hope that I have now resolved our side of the issue for you.
If I can be of any further assistance please do not hesitate to contact me directly.
Kindest regards
That’s a new one on me – a data provider – is that a trader in personal data or a list
manager or a…
Follow up request to Transactis
Sent: 04 May 2011 09:23
To: Consumer Service
Subject: FAO Data compliance officer
Dear Sir
I recently asked Craghoppers from where they obtained my personal data to send me a
catalogue. They told me they received it from you. Can you please now tell me from where
you obtained my personal data.
Regards
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Transactis reply
From: Consumer Service [mailto:consumerservices@transactis.co.uk]
Sent: 13 May 2011 15:25
To: xxxxxxx
Subject: RE: FAO Data compliance officer
Dear Mr xxxxxxxx
I am writing in reference to your email dated 4th May 2011.
I would like to take this opportunity to confirm that Transactis manage a database collated
from data provided by mail order catalogue companies for the purposes of targeting their
offers in a more relevant way. In addition we also supply data to reputable mailers to
provide other carefully selected offers outside of mail order.
Our records indicate that you have made unspecified purchases or enquiries with mail
order catalogues Cotton Traders and Laithwaites (Direct Wines).
We can confirm that we have already amended our records so that you will not be
selected for any future mailings sourced from Transactis Ltd.

If we can be of any further assistance then please do not hesitate to contact us.
Yours sincerely,
Data Compliance Officer

You to me; me to you
Sent: 17 May 2011 13:18
Thank you for rapid and informative response.
Is it possible for you to identify when I made these purchases or enquiries?
I shall ask Cotton Traders and Laithwaites the same question
Regards

Transactis reply
Mon 23/05/2011 12:42
Dear xxxxxxxxxxx
We have looked into your query further and can confirm that our records indicate that you
have had activity with Cotton Traders in 2006/2007 and with Laithwaites in 2010.
Yours sincerely,
Data Compliance Officer
Cotton Traders SAR
Dear Cotton Traders
Please send me a copy of my personal data. I am particularly interested in where you
have obtained my data from and who you have passed it to and when.
Regards
Cotton Traders (brilliant) reply
Dear Mr xxxxx
Thank you for your e-mail.
If you have shopped elsewhere and stated that you are okay to receive third party

mailings, then you are likely to be a list name and we have access to those names and
addresses. Please be advised that we will only use this name once unless you actually
order from us.
I have checked with our Marketing department and can confirm that 2 orders were placed
in 2006 and one in 2007.
I can confirm that your details were rented to Readers Digest in May 2007 and they will
only have been allowed to use your details once unless you entered in to dialogue with
them.
Our best recommendation is that you join the mailing preference service that forbids
anyone to use your data. The contact details for this service are as follows:~ online:
www.mpsonline.org.uk post: Mailing Preference Service DMA House 70 Margaret Street
London W1W 8SS phone: 0845 703 4599
We hope this is of assistance.
Kind regards
Customer Services
This is fantastic. Yes I have shopped elsewhere; What exactly is a list name; no I
don’t say it’s OK to receive third party mailings; Thank goodness you’ll only use my
name once; Did I give you permission to rent my personal data to Readers Digest (I
don’t think so); Nice to know they’ll only use it once unless I enter into a dialogue
with them (think I’ll pass on that); As for MPS silly old me thought is was a non
statutory code of practice that was ignored by much of the direct mailing industry. I
didn’t know they could forbid anything…
This type of response doesn’t instill confidence…
a little clarification please…
Wed 08/06/2011 13:37
Dear Cotton Traders
Can you clarify for me what is a list name and who keeps these names and how you
access them. I might like to make a subject access request to them.
Can you also tell me how long you keep my details on file.
Can you also tell me if you have passed my personal data to Transactis and if so when.
I don’t recall signing anything saying you could rent my details to anyone else. Can you
show me evidence that I did.
When you say Readers Digest will only have been allowed to use my details once who
grants this dispensation to use and who monitors if they keep to it or misuses it.
Another fantastic reply

This time the initial contact took advice from the Marketing Manager. Here are the
questions I asked and his responses.
Can you clarify for me what is a list name and who keeps these names and how you
access them. I might like to make a subject access request to them.
We have never sold Mr xxxxxx details to anyone. He is on our database as an existing
customer due to previous orders (please see attached which also relates to his last query).
One order came from promotion code 2E61 which was and insert in the Telegraph
weekend Magazine on the 1st April 2006. The second order was online and downloaded
with a web default code
Can you also tell me how long you keep my details on file.
We would hold details of existing customers on our database indefinitely even if they are
unsubscribed/in-active account. This allows us to answer queries that date back some
time such as this example and provide us with insight as to what existing customers
purchase through Cotton Traders
Can you also tell me if you have passed my personal data to Transactis and if so when.
We have never passed Mr xxxx details on to Transcatis. I am extremely interested as to
why he believes this to be the case so I can investigate further.
I don’t recall signing anything saying you could rent my details to anyone else. Can you
show me evidence that I did.
We’re not obliged to get a signed document for opt in to 3rd party if they are our customer.
When you say Readers Digest will only have been allowed to use my details once who
grants this dispensation to use and who monitors if they keep to it or misuses it.
Cotton Traders state that any 3rd party who has purchased data from us for marketing
purposes are only allowed to use once. Should Mr xxxxxx wish to take his complaint
further with the necessary representation, I do have a copy of the contract/paperwork to
disclose if required. If Mr xxxxxx purchased product/service from Readers Digest then I
can’t comment on how they deal with their customers.
No answer to my question about a ‘list name’
They haven’t passed my data to Transactis even though Transactis told me they
had.
They’ve never sold my data to Readers Digest but a previous email said they rented
them. Is that the same?
Not sure about the not obliged bit. Which part of the DPA is that in?
So Cotton Traders impose the condition of one use when they sell my data to
other companies. Do they check on this or trust these 3rd parties.
Quite an annoyed reply. All I’m doing is asking simple questions. They seem to be

questioning my motives without knowing them. I like Cotton Traders shirts.
Oh and the spelloinbgf has gone to pot. My name in particular ( I know there’s a lot
of x’s but try your best)
Laithwaites Reply
As a company we operate as Direct Wines Ltd
running a variety of wine clubs such as
Laithwaites. Details of customers belonging to
these clubs are shared internally.
However we do belong to a small number of
marketing pools – these are agencies that
enable the sharing of customer details among
the member companies. Rather if a customer of
ours already has their details stored with two or
more other companies belonging to the same
pool we allow their data to be compared to our
own. This means we would only communicate
your details with companies who already have information on you. This is why we ask
customers to opt in for data protection.
Unfortunately I am unable to say if we have shared any of your details but if this has
occurred your details as I explained above would only have been compared to companies
already in possession of them.
They then refer me to the MPS and refer to it as an organisation that controls the mailing
actions of mail order companies.
So that’ll be under the Control of mail order companies regulations 2005 will it? Or maybe
the load of old baloney regs 2007? I think we should be told.
Firstly I always opt out of Data Protection where I can
Secondly a little research shows that Direct wines runs quite alot of wine clubs and share
my data internally. (Like how I consume their products).
Just how many wine clubs…
Dear Laithwaites,
Thank you for your letter. You say you share my details internally. Does this mean that you
share them with
Virgin Wine Online Limited
The Australian Wine Club Limited
Beer Club Of Britain Limited
Flying Winemakers Limited
Cellar Door Direct Limited
Averys Of Bristol Limited
The Warehouse Wine Co Limited
World Wines Direct Limited

Wine By Mail Order Limited
River Valley Wines Limited
Direct Wines International Limited
Direct Wine Shipments Limited
Direct Wines (Windsor) Limited
I’m not complaining. I like your products.
At this point they took their bat home. I can’t complain as all the companies I had
contacted had been quite good with their responses and no-one had asked for any money.
However it didn’t leave me filled with confidence about how some companies out there
manage my personal information.
Laithwaites in particular seem to be heavily into cross marketing and when I take delivery
of a case of wine from them as I do periodically they always include marketing for
gardening, cooking and other non wine related products.
I think there’s a new type of company out there who use a product say wine or cheap
flights as a headline but in actual fact just trade in personal data. The product is incidental
to their main revenue earning activities which is in fact using personal data to make
money.

